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Introduction: 
Welcome to our Business Plan for 2019/2020. Our 

business planning process is designed to review our 

position and set a strategic direction for the next 

12 months.  

Our more detailed service plans for teams and individuals link 
directly to the ambition laid out in this plan and make sure 
the ambition and objectives set by the board and our               
shareholder are firmly embedded throughout the organisation. 
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“We head into 2019/20 in good shape, confident of 

providing strong core services whilst growing our                   

positive impact on the Council’s wider objectives” 

A value for money approach in the way we             

operate is part of our DNA and as a                          

consequence we are confident to operate  

from a fixed fee for the fourth year in                       

succession meaning every service area will 

have to meet stretching targets to maintain 

and improve  services while at the same time 

absorbing inflationary increases. This approach 

means we can apply more of our resources           

directly to services rather than overheads. 

 

The operating context remains tough,                

political headlines claiming the end of                       

austerity are to be welcomed but the             

reality is that the ongoing effects of a harsh 

economic climate coupled with a reducing 

public sector capacity are going to continue to 

be felt in Blackpool for some time to come.   

 

We also anticipate that the continuing                       

uncertainty around Brexit will mean we must 

step up and drive the solutions to our issues 

locally rather than wait for central                               

government to hand down solutions. 

 

Despite the uncertain economic and                    

political operating climate, we believe our               

experience and performance to date              

coupled with emerging opportunities mean  

we can be ambitious in our plans for the                  

next twelve months.   

 

We head into 2019/20 in good shape,                       

confident that we can provide strong core              

services while also growing our positive                  

impact on the wider objectives of the                   

Council.                       

 

We remain convinced that it is in our hands                  

to make a difference for local residents and  

the rest of this plan reflects on our                            

challenges and our opportunities but more  

importantly sets our ambition for the next 

twelve months and beyond – an ambition                  

we are convinced we will achieve. 
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2019 

2020 

How are we Doing? 
2018/19 has been a year of challenge and success.  
 

We set ourselves some testing objectives designed to                   
consolidate core services while also developing new areas of 
work specifically designed to increase community stability and 
resilience.  
 

We were once again ranked among the top 50 landlords in 
the country, rising to No.20 and we have seen individual                 
services gain external accreditations and some of our most 
engaged tenants get well deserved national recognition for 
their efforts. 
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In our Last Plan produced 12 months ago we said                  

we would... 

Over the past year we have... 

 Work more closely with Blackpool Housing   

Company (BHC) 

 To access funding 

 To influence the housing market 

 To provide value for money 

 

 

 

 Contributed to the collective              

lobbying for changes to Housing Benefit 

and collectively persuaded government 

to work with us on linking housing   

benefit to housing quality. 

 Worked collectively to influence Homes 

England to invest in Blackpool. 

 Provided maintenance services to BHC 

ensuring work stays in Blackpool. 

 Worked with the Council and BHC to 

get plans for development at  Grange 

Park out for consultation which will see 

a new development of up to 150 new 

properties. 

 Reached agreement to demolish 

Troutbeck and provide new modern              

stock. 

Work with partners to bring new supply                

forward and improve quality 

 To improve choice 

 To build on Queens Park initiative 

 To remove unsuitable stock 

 

 

 Added 9 properties to the stock from 

Thomas McCandless Trust and                

provided tenants with tenancy                   

agreements giving them security of                

tenure. 

 Taken over Clare Street emergency                

housing for young people at risk of  

homelessness when Bay Housing went 

out of business. 

 Taken over the development of the             

Hoyle House site for people with                    

learning disabilities and 11 general              

needs units in conjunction with BHC              

and the Council.  
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In our last plan,                            

We said we would... 

Over the past year  

we have... 

 Used our knowledge and expertise                   

to help bring new development                        

forward at Troutbeck and                            

Grange Park. 

 Used the Operations review to gear                  

up for effective in house capital              

delivery in a cost effective way while             

developing the potential for more                  

permanent high quality local                    

employment opportunities.  

 Aligned our plans to shareholder                   

ambitions. 

 Established More Positive Together 

(MPT) as a high performing                               

employment and training access  

scheme. 

 Delivered an effective care leaver                     

support scheme for Children's                   

Services with better outcomes and                

less cost. 

 Radically reduced waiting times for                 

Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG) and                      

restored the equipment service to a  

cost effective footing releasing funds 

within the NHS for other services.  

Maintain and grow our role with the Council 

and BHC 

 Delivering effectively for our                        

in-house partners 

 Delivering greater efficiency 

 Gearing up to deliver more                 

capital schemes 

 

                             and 

 

Grow and deliver more “Housing Plus”                   

services 

 Working innovatively to deliver                

community stability 

 Delivering cost effective provision that 

helps partners 

 Adding to Social value 
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In our last plan,  

We said we would... 

Over the past year  

we have... 

Retain a focus on top quartile performance  

 

Ensure MPT hit its agreed targets 

 

Fully integrate Clare Street into our                      

emergency housing provision 

 

Implement Positive Transitions for care                

leavers to deliver better outcomes for                        

lower spend 

 

Continue to strive to make BCH provision                

an aspirational choice for local people 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Maintained strong performance on all                

of our key indicators while keeping a               

cautious eye on rent collection. 

 Seen MPT perform well and ahead of    

target ensuring some of our most                        

vulnerable customers started to               

access work and training. 

 Seen Clare Street staff and services               

integrated with good feedback from              

commissioners and no disruption to               

service. 

 Seen Positive Transitions produce            

considerably better outcomes for                       

care leavers at a lower cost to                                           

Children’s Services. 

 Seen Queens Park on track to complete 

by January 2019 providing 200 high                    

quality social housing homes replacing 

unfit tower blocks. 

 Maintained our repairs service                                         

delivery and customer satisfaction                       

during the period of the review and                 

considerable change. 
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In our Last Plan,                                   

We said we would... 

Over the past year  

we have... 

We are confident we achieved what we set out to in 2018/19 

and that we have a firm base to grow the business from in 

the coming twelve months. 

The Involvement and Communications Team 

have overseen a significant increase in the           

use of social media and engagement; we              

had 26 applicants for a tenant board                  

member vacancy. 

The annual report won a national TPAS award                         

recognising its accessibility and quality. 

Tenant scrutiny has become more                          

effective and influential. 

Played a leading role in the See the Person 

campaign and involved tenants have been 

nominated for national awards with the              

community group at Revoe being                               

recognised for their work nationally. 

 
 

Completed the review with: 

 Significant reduction in numbers of     

staff through voluntary agreements. 

 Performance being maintained             

throughout the review. 

 An increase in customer satisfaction. 

 Savings generated on the trading           

account to cover the cost of the review 

and leave a surplus to invest elsewhere. 
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Develop wider and more meaningful                     

customer engagement 

 

Embed a strong customer service ethos as                 

a key aim of the Operations Review 

 

Play a role in the national campaign to            

improve the image of social housing and               

social housing tenants  

 

 

 

 

Start and complete a major review of the      

Operations function: 

 To improve competitiveness and levels 

of customer satisfaction 

 To review Terms and Conditions and 

productivity 

 



2019 

2020 
Performance Data 

We collect a significant amount of performance data to make sure we can measure                
our improvement and spot areas of concern before they become a problem; we also 
measure ourselves against other housing providers to make sure we drive improvement. 
The tables below give a snapshot of some of our most important indicators and statistics: 

Priority: Using our Services to foster Resilience 

Priority: Customer Key Performance Indicators 

Priority: Maintaining Quality in our Core Services 

HIGH 99% 99.30% 99.04% 99.89% 100.26% Lower Quartile 

(Q4) 

HIGH 97.50% 96.50% 97.92% 99.44% N/A N/A 

Description Good is Target Outturn  
2017-18 

Benchmarking                   

2018-19 All providers                 

Upper Quartile 

How BCH  
Compares 

Outturn  
2018-19 

Outturn  
2016-17 

Percentage of rent 

collected against            

rent due (exc.                            

arrears brought                

forward)  

Percentage of                  

responsive repairs 

completed on time 

No. of residents 

supported into jobs 

(MPT) 

No. of hostel               

customers receiving 

support as % of  

customers                           

requesting it 

No. of sheltered 

housing customers 

receiving support 

within  timescales 

as % of customers 

requesting it 

DFG - Average no. of 

days from OT8 to 

completion 

% of customers            

satisfied with                

Repairs Service 

% of new customers            

satisfied with the 

allocations &               

Lettings Service 

% of dwellings with 

a valid gas safety 

certificate  

HIGH 135 

(Dec ‘19) 

53 13 N/A N/A N/A 

HIGH 95% 97.48% 88.51% 96.19% N/A N/A 

HIGH 98.75% 99.79% 98.21% 98.94% N/A N/A 

low 300 294 328 532 N/A N/A 

For more detail, you can find the latest performance and benchmarking data at www.bch.co.uk 

HIGH 95% 99.30% 97.77% 94.26% 96.90% Upper Quartile 

(Q1) 

HIGH 95% 96.34% 92.31% 100% 98.70% Upper Median 

(Q2) 

HIGH 100% 99.95% 99.95% 100% 100% Upper  
Median  
(Q2) 



2019 

2020 
Challenges and Opportunities 

Our Business plan focuses on what BCH aims to do over the next twelve 

months but we are increasingly aware that we need not just to be good on our 

own terms but we must make a positive impact on the wider housing market 

alongside our partners if we are to get the best possible outcomes for our    

customers and Blackpool residents. 

The Challenge for Blackpool: 

 Where our social housing stock is of 

good quality and well managed but 

there is not enough of it to meet local 

needs. 

 

 Where we have a shortfall of new                 

affordable housing provision                         

particularly for family housing. 

 

 Where access to the home ownership 

market is restricted by a competitive 

buy to rent market that maintains 

property prices without any reference 

to quality and a low wage seasonal            

gig economy that denies individuals 

access to traditional funding for home 

ownership. 
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A housing market  

 

 failing in terms of quality, stability and 

security particularly in the private rented 

sector. 
 

 Where supply is not our primary issue 

but quality, fitness for purpose and                

security of tenure is. 
 

 Where our private rented sector is 

fuelled by a supply of redundant              

holiday accommodation for which the 

next step in the business life cycle of the 

building is easy access substandard                 

accommodation offering immediate             

access to people with substance misuse 

issues/criminal justice involvement and 

poor health. Many private landlords              

focus their business models to maximise 

the income available through the benefit 

system while minimising investment into 

properties.  It is not tenure of choice but 

of necessity. 

 

 



With this dysfunctional housing market comes an increased 

pressure on public services. Our shareholder, the Council is 

clear that the future prosperity of the town and its                     

residents lays in two key objectives: 
 

 the creation of new jobs and                                        

the resilience of local communities.    

 

This plan acknowledges the challenge Blackpool faces and aims to 

use our knowledge, expertise and resource alongside our partners to 

have a positive impact in meeting the objectives set by the Council. 
 

We do not underestimate the difficulty faced by many of our                

residents as they seek to develop a stable and secure home and 

some core resilience that will allow them to progress and thrive 

but we also believe the ingredients exist to make a positive impact.   
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2019 

2020 
The Opportunities 

 A housing green paper that                          

recognises social housing has a role                  

to play in meeting housing need. 

 

 The removal of the debt cap on Housing 

Revenue Accounts meaning there is                 

access to development finance, provided 

schemes can be shown to be capable of 

paying back borrowing. 

 

 A commitment to removing the rent             

reduction imposed by the                             

government on all social housing until 

2020. 

 

We have operated and been recognised as a top performing arm’s 

length company for the last ten years and have an experienced 

and resourceful staff committed to delivering the best provision 

we possibly can.   

We are also prepared to change and innovate to make sure we apply our 

knowledge, experience and resource to the best possible effect and we have    

examples of new service provision over the last twelve months that                       

demonstrates we can deliver on our promises. 

For the first time in a number of years we are seeing a shift in government 

policy that recognises we have a national housing crisis and that social             

housing can play a significant role in meeting that challenge head on.           

We are also seeing some welcome practical steps including: 

 A willingness and flexibility from             

Homes England to engage with                       

providers in order to increase supply  

and provide grants where a case can be 

made. 

 

 Recognition that a private rented sector 

in our inner areas has been fuelled by 

housing benefit yields and a                             

commitment to develop ways of linking 

benefit payments to landlords to a              

quality threshold. 
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“Our Priorities are all about rising               
to the challenges we face” 

Our shareholder, the Council has a clear and focused set of 

priorities accompanied by a willingness to invest to save to 

deliver on their ambitions.   

 

Significant strides are being made to develop and diversify the economy with                               

infrastructure investment in the tourism economy and in the established enterprise 

zones.  This push for jobs and economic opportunity has been matched by a                             

commitment to tackle the poor quality private rented sector and to build new                            

aspirational social housing as can be seen with the new Queens Park neighbourhood 

that has replaced tired and outdated tower blocks and maisonettes. 

 

Our priorities are all about rising to the challenges we face, making the most of our                  

opportunities and exploiting our experience and knowledge to get the best possible  

outcomes we can for our residents. We know we can deliver more than good stable 

affordable housing – we can make a real impact on peoples life chances and this plan 

will focus on taking that ambition further. 
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Maintaining quality in our core services 

Our Priorities for 2019/20 

We firmly believe that a stable, secure and affordable housing option is the base which 

with the appropriate support will allow individuals, families and communities to develop 

the resilience they need to thrive.  We will have a continued focus on being a top quality               

landlord that provides good quality accommodation across all our stock.  

In particular we will focus on: 

 A continued programme of capital                 

investment designed to keep all our 

property at decent homes standard or 

above.  We will ensure where we make 

investments in properties they are done 

with the aim of reducing running costs 

and household bills. 

 

 The expansion of our supported housing 

model which has proved a cost effective 

success with care leavers, the elderly 

and individuals recovering from             

substance misuse. 

 

 Investing in the facilities and                              

environment that surrounds our                

properties, recognising the important 

role that environment and community              

facilities can play in knitting                      

communities together and supporting 

individuals. 

 

 

 Ensuring our core housing                           

management services retain their                 

external accreditation as a way of 

demonstrating and testing the quality of 

our service to customers. 

 

 Continuing the upward trajectory across 

our key performance indicators paying 

particular attention to increased                  

customer satisfaction, reducing the cost 

of void and day to day repairs and  

maintaining our rent collection levels. 

 

 Continuing to innovate in rent                         

collection recognising that though our 

rents remain low many tenants can face 

difficulty meeting their commitments 

particularly when they have a change of 

circumstances. 
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Understanding our market 

 Seek to establish a new post that can   

supplement our existing performance              

data gathering and analysis. 

 

 Introduce robust and comprehensive 

business modelling and options                      

appraisal tools that will allow us to                  

continue to innovate and fully                         

understand and manage risk. 

 Continue to develop our close working 

relationship with the Housing Company 

and Council so we are using our                    

complimentary skill sets and applying 

them to the whole housing market. 

We have an in depth understanding of our performance and use our data to improve and 

drive value for money but, as we expand the range of services we offer it is becoming clear 

that we need to start to gather much more extensive market information so our business 

plans are robust and better informed.  We need to know about our existing customers but 

increasingly we need to know about those residents who are not yet our customers.   

To develop this area of work we will: 
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Using our services to foster resilience 

Our Priorities for 2019/20 

We have already stated that the purpose of our services are not as an end in themselves but 

as a tool to deliver the sort of resilience that will allow individuals and communities to 

thrive in stable and secure settings. We have shown with our interventions with care                 

leavers, with people in recovery from substance abuse and with our training and work                 

programmes that secure and stable housing coupled with the right support can produce 

tangible results and at the same time reduce pressure and costs elsewhere in the public     

sector.   

We believe that the extension of this approach needs to happen at a pace, in the next year 

we will: 

 Continue to mentor and assist Jobs 

Friends and Houses to achieve                      

sustainable growth now they have                

been stabilised financially and                       

organisationally. 

 

 Use the knowledge and expertise we  

have developed to further extend and 

grow our supported housing model as a 

way of growing resilience and reducing 

the burden on other public services. 

 Consolidate and grow our existing Positive 

Transition programme with care leavers 

and vulnerable young people. 

 

 Seek funding to develop a support                  

programme for the care leaver                  

cohort that have missed out on the                

current programme but still remain the 

responsibility of the local authority. 

 

 Seek to extend the funding and life of our 

More Positive Together programme that 

supports individuals furthest from the           

labour market into training, volunteering 

and employment. 
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Making an impact on the wider housing market 

 Work with the Council and our sister 

company operating in the private rented 

sector to develop closer and more              

formal working arrangements in order 

to maximise investment and subsidy in 

all areas of the housing market. 

 

 Share and pool our expertise and              

resources to make sure that we achieve 

the best value for money and the most 

effective management of stock in order 

to free up resources for new                               

investment. 

 

 Work cooperatively to speed up and 

grow the impact on the private rented 

sector that the Housing Company has 

already started to have. 

 Work to bring forward new housing 

choice particularly at Troutbeck and 

Grange Park where plans are already 

underway, we know from our                       

experience at Queens Park that we can 

deliver to a high quality standard and 

have the skill sets across both                     

companies to take on the developer role 

with confidence. 

 

 Continue to support the Council and the 

wider Blackpool partnership in pressing 

for a “town deal” and dedicated extra  

investment to accelerate the much 

needed change in the inner core of the 

town. 

While we have demonstrated strong performance in recent years we can neither rest on our 

laurels nor ignore the wider housing market we operate in.  As a wholly owned company of 

the Council we need to apply our expertise, experience and resource to making a positive 

impact both as the town’s biggest landlord and as an agent of positive change.   

To make a difference in the wider market we will: 
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Summary: 

BCH is approaching next year from a solid base but one that has seen some 

new service innovation that we believe provides a template for the future.    
 
The three themes for the next twelve months and beyond will be: 
 

 Continued and sustained improvement in core housing services as these ensure we can 
deliver the bedrock of stable, secure and affordable housing that will underpin                  
community resilience 

 Accelerated, deeper and more formal joint working between both Council owned housing 
companies in order to deliver a more comprehensive, meaningful and cost effective                 
impact on the whole housing market. 

 Consolidation and growth of our supported housing model in order to spread the positive  
impact on individuals and communities that we have seen with current programme for 
the elderly, care leavers and people recovering from substance abuse. 

 
We have set ourselves a challenging programme but we also know that we have the                      
expertise, commitment and experience to meet challenging targets and are confident that 
this plan can be delivered with the same level of success we have had with previous plans. 

Blackpool Coastal Housing 

Coastal House 

17-19 Abingdon Street 

Blackpool 

FY1 1DG 

enquiries@bch.co.uk 

www.bch.co.uk 


